HOW TO ACCOMPLISH MORE EVEN WHILE SLEEPING

Summary: Did you know that it is possible to achieve more even while you are sleeping? Well, it is possible and we will discuss what you can do in this post.
Believe it or not, it is possible to get more done even while sleeping. This is great news since there is not nearly enough time during the day to accomplish
everything on our list. Many people will forego a good night of sleep in order to complete more tasks for work or around the house. This can cause health
problems and other issues. Instead of missing out on sleep you should try some of the things outlined in this post to be successful.
Learn Material Prior to Sleep
If you need to remember something very important when you wake up in the morning, make sure you learn the material prior to hitting the pillow. This will
help you remember the important information when you wake up in the morning.
Take a Red Eye Flight
The next time you have to travel, book tickets for a red eye flight. You will not only get to see a city while it's asleep, but you will also get to sleep during the
flight. Flying during daytime hours is a waste of time since you cannot have conference calls or finish a project on a plane.
Open a Savings Account
You can actually make money while you are sleeping. This can be done by opening a savings account. Automatically deposit a portion of your paycheck into
this account so it earns interest.
Cook a Healthy Meal While Asleep
Use a slow cooker or a crock pot to cook a healthy meal for yourself and your family while sleeping. All you need to do is prepare the ingredients prior to
going to bed. Toss the ingredients into the pot and wake up to an incredible meal.
Sleep Helps Productivity
The more sleep you get at night, the more productive you will be the next day. So, the act of sleeping can help you get more done.
Track Yourself While Sleeping
Try to track data about yourself when you are asleep. You can find out what your habits are when sleeping and much more that can shed light on any issues
you might be having.
Body Heals During Sleep
When you hit the bed for a good night's sleep, you are actually healing your body. Your muscles become stronger and your energy is refreshed.
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